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Making woodwind instruments 

2-Measuring 

Taking measurements is an important part of woodwind making: from the instruments you 
want to copy, and while you make those copies. But measuring is not always as easy as it 
seems, and that goes also for interpreting data in drawings and tables assembled by other 
people. I will discuss here two different types of measurements: dimensions (millimetres, 
inches, degrees) and pitches (Hz). There are other types of measuring, such as assessing 
the weight of instruments and their parts (grams). That aspect is often forgotten but is 
surely important as well when you make a copy of a historical woodwind instrument. 

2a- External dimensions: tools and techniques 
As a start, a short introduction in the aspects of estimating dimensions and accuracy of 
measurements. I realize here that following me in this section must be really hard for those 
who have grown up with inches and feet, because I give all examples in millimeters; I am 
sorry for that. It is perhaps more difficult for you to imagine a length of 190 mm, or a 
diameter of 19 mm. But you are not alone: I am surprised to see that people on my courses 
make often huge errors in estimating dimensions, for instance the length and even more so 
the diameter of a pencil. It is one of the items I always say: when turning a piece of wood to 
the required dimensions, first make an estimate of the diameter before you take a caliper to 
measure it. It is the best and perhaps also the only way to get an eye for it, a first step in the 
learning process of making woodwind instruments and it improves your spatial visualization 
ability. And for that last aspect I also recommend to use an old-fashioned (and good quality) 
type of caliper on which you must carefully read the result from a ruler scale (see photo 
below). 

This caliper has a nonius scale 
(also called Vernier scale) which 
allows readings with an accuracy 
of 0.02 mm. The caliper is set here 
at 7.76 mm (reading at the point 
where the stripes of the two scales 
are exactly in line), but generally I 
round that off to 7.75 (or even 7.7 
or 7.8). 

The mathematics behind a nonius or Vernier scale is not complicated. See the explanation 
on Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vernier_scale). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vernier_scale)


I know that you may think that modern calipers with a digital display, which give the outcome 
in hundreths of a millimeter, are more accurate, but that is only true to a limited extent. Firstly, 
measuring details of musical instruments up to two decimal places is rarely needed. Secondly, 
by repeating such measurements, you will see that the outcomes can vary rather a lot. The 
scientifically correct approach is repeating each measurements several (for instance 5 or 10) 
times, and then taking the average. Thirdly, parts of woodwind instruments are often irregular: 
crooked and/or not perfectly round (because of wear or uneven shrinking of the wood). 
For example, here is a piece of wild cherry wood which I turned on my lathe two weeks ago 
(photo left). Length (height): L 75.0;75.1; 75.3; 75.5; 75.5 mm 

Diameter at top: Ø 24.9; 25.0; 25.1 mm 
Diameter at bottom: Ø 37.7; 37.8; 37.9; 38.0 mm 

It is interesting to see that this piece of wood seemed 
to have shrunk as could be expected: resulting in the 
smallest diameters between C and D (along the 
growth rings) and not (or much less) between A and 
B (transverse those rings). The differences in lengths 
are the result of uneven finishing of the wood at both 
ends. 

Plastic caliper with a dial gauge. 



Metal calipers (and other metal measuring tools as well) are often not allowed to be used in 
museum collections. Using them can be indeed dangerous, especially on finger holes or 
windows (cut ups) and labium edges of recorders, or where wood has become soft because 
of decay. I have also some plastic calipers (with a dial gauge, see photo), but they can 
scratch softer surfaces just as well. These plastic calipers have another problem: they wear 
out rather fast. It is also important to calibrate them regularly with a (clean!) metal caliper 
of good quality. 

Short lengths can generally be measured with calipers. These tools exist also in (very) long 
sizes, but for longer lengths a simple metal or wooden ruler is sufficient. The reading is 
accurate to about 0.5 mm. Keep in mind that for a long instrument (e.g. a bass recorder) it is 
not necessary to measure the lengths of the joints in tenths (0.1) of a millimeter, but for a 
sopranino you have to be more accurate. That relative accuracy applies even more for bore 
measurements. 

It is not the number of stripes on a ruler, but your eye and how you use that which defines 
the accurucy of measuring! 

Measuring lengths of very instrument parts which are strongly flaring, is sometimes rather 
difficult. It can be necessary to make an installation with a carpenter's square to get a 
reliable result. 
Curved instrument parts offer also problems. When the curving is the result of irregular 
shrinking of the wood in the past, you must take at least two measurements: a minimum 
and a maximum length. Some instruments are curved on purpose: for instance an oboe da 
caccia (top and middle joint), a cornett and – the champion in this category - the serpent. 

This picture shows one way how to measure the length of a cornett, but that doesn’t solve 
the problems for assessing the position of the fingerholes. Whatever you do, make clear in 
the drawing from which position you have taken the measurements. This diagram of a 
cornett comes from ‘The amateur wind instrument maker’ by Trevor Robinson (University 
of Massachusetts Press, 1981). 



Sometimes I use a tape measure (the one on 
the photo to the left comes from the sewing-
box of my wife), which is of course flexible 
and can follow the curve of the instrument. 
They are accurate enough, when you use 
them with some common sense. 
Tape measures of paper are also exist, you 
find them in  D.I.Y.shops where you often 
can take them free of charge. 

I have never seen laser systems used for measuring dimensions of musical instruments, 
though apparently this can be done; they might be useful for measuring the dimensions of  
large organs, for instance. 

External dimensions: presenting the measurements in drawings 

Voice flute by J.C. Denner, collection Frans Brüggen, (part of a) drawing by Fred Morgan 
(published in ‘The recorder collection of Frans Brüggen’, Zen-On, Tokyo 1981). 

Fred Morgan put the diameters in this drawing above the profile of the recorder; he gives 
only one value for each of these measurements. I suppose that is the maximum value, but 
there are no explanations given in this set of drawings. The lengths are given for details 
separately, as well for the distances to a reference point, which is here the block line (BL). 
It is obvious that this is not a technical drawing which was made to industrial or other offi- 
cial standards. As most of the depictions of the recorders are sketched (some of them more 
roughly than others), it is also difficult to take measurements from the prints - where you 
have also to consider that the instrument parts are not exactly (and sometimes not at all) 
rendered in a 1:1 scale. But that goes too for some other drawings and photos of musical 
instruments. 



Part of a drawing by Ken Williams of an oboe (top of the middle joint) by Bizey, Bate 
Collection Oxford (Inv. No. 201). 

This drawing of the oboe by Bizey is done more in conformity to technical standards (and is 
printed on a full size 1:1 scale as well). Maximum and minimum values of the diameters are 
given (not at all positions), even in hundredths of a millimeter. But the pencil lines are 
rather thick, which give problems showing the contours of smaller details, such as narrow 
grooves and the corner beads (these elements are also called ‘flanking beads’: and that is 
another problem: technical terms of turnery and other aspects of woodwind making, and 
how to translate them into other languages). 

Detail of the baluster of the top joint of an oboe by 
Hendrik Richters, Gemeente-museum Den Haag, 
Inv. No. Ea 1933-0436. 



Pencil lines are generally good for rendering sharply defined (or bordered) details. But as can 
be seen on the photo of the Richters oboe, the flanking bead right of the thickest ring is not 
sharp (see arrow). There is only one solution: to take photos, at several angles and combine 
the information to a detailed drawing. But even with such a drawing, you will have only a 
mere approach of the reality: each pencil line is a bit of a falsification... 

Two photos of the same upper part of the bell of an oboe by Abraham van Aardenberg, 
Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, Inv. No. Ea 1933-0444. 

The problem of parallax can for the greater part be avoided by scanning instrument parts on 
a flatbad scanner. The lens (or sensor, or whatever it may be called) of the scanner moves 
over the whole length of the glass of the bed, and registers what is directly vertically above 
it. This way of using a flatbed scanner was described to me by Taavi-Mats Ut from Estonia. 
But when I tried it on my own cheap scanner the result was very disappointing: the depth of 
focus appeared to be very small, only appropriate for scanning thin sheets of paper (that is 
of course where these scanners are made for). But as I soon had to buy a new one (because 
on my new computer there was no software available for the old scanner), I went to the 
computer shop with the question that I needed a flatbed scanner with much more depth of 
focus. Nobody could answer my question, internet sites didn’t also give that information. 
But I had to buy a scanner nevertheless and to my great surprise: this apparatus (a 
CanonScan 5600F) did exactly what I hoped for: ‘three dimension scanning’, with full 
depth of focus, even for instrument joints thicker than 40 mm: see the result below, a scan 
of an alto recorder foot by Terton (private collection, Netherlands). 



Only on the far left side of this photo, you can see that the registration is not perfectly 
vertical: a small bit of the inside of the socket is visible. That is because the recorder foot 
couldn’t be placed in an exactly horizontal position on the glass of the scanner, the right 
side with the lower foot ring being much thicker than left. 

I put a selection of the measurements to the photo in a CAD-program: Solid Edge 2D 
Drafting, which is free available (http://www.cuttingedge.co.uk/ solid-edge/free-software/ 
free-2d-drafting; you only need to renew your licence once a year). With such a good photo, 
it is not really necessary to give all measurements in detail. Making a copy, I always con- 
centrate on the most important points, using the caliper, that they are at the right place and 
have a correct diameter: for what is in between I use the photo and my eyes . 

Another problem is that I discovered that the scanned photos appeared a bit elongated: 
the instrument parts are too thin when I measure them on my computer screen, and also 
when I make prints of the photos. I have to make corrections on Photoshop to make the 
instrument parts a bit thicker (between 5 and 10 %). But the problems may continue, when 
copying the photos into another program. The best thing to do is always to scan the instru- 
ment parts together with a ruler (or better: two rulers, at an angle of 90 degrees), a piece of 
graph paper or a perfect square piece of wood. It is then easier to make the corrections. 

A photo and a scan of the same head of a soprano recorder (a copy by the author); the scan 
has not been corrected for the reasons mentioned above. The most obvious differences 
between both pictures are visible in the turned profile at the far ends of the head, in this 
example especially at the group of rings and flanking beads at its lower end. 

http://www.cuttingedge.co.uk/
http://www.cuttingedge.co.uk/


Measuring curves and angles 

It is sometimes necessary to measure the curvature of an instrument part, for instance at the 
opening of the windway of a recorder, of from the cross section of a C-key of an oboe. One 
solution is to make a drawing on a 1: 1 scale of that curvature. 

Cross section of the block 
of an alto recorder by 
Terton, Rijksmuseum 
Amsterdam (Inv. No. 
BK-NM-11430-94; the 
instrument was from 1952 
to 2010 on loan to the 
Gemeentemuseum Den 
Haag, no. Ea 31-x-1952; 
the drawing is from the 
catalogue Dutch recorders of the 18th century, by Rob van Acht, Hans Schimmel and 
Vincent van den Ende; Moeck Celle, 1991). 

It is not so easy to establish whether a curve is exactly round 
(segment of a circle), and if so, what the radius is. What you 
can do then, is comparing the curve with the circles on a tem- 
plate such as shown above (search internet for ‘radius master’ 
or ‘radius template’). 

Measuring angles, for instance the angle on which a tone hole 
is drilled, is also not easy. That is because the surface of an 
instrument is rarely flat and many holes are undercut. The 
drawing at the right (from the same alto by Terton, and in the 
same catalogue) suggests that hole 7 is drilled under an angle 
of 60o (related to the axis of the foot) which can only be an 
estimation or average. 



The drawing suggests that the shape of hole 7 of the foot has very much the shape of an 
hourglass, which is, however, not true. The opening at the top is according to the measure- 
ments 5.8 mm long, and in the bore 5.8 mm as well (length measurements). On another 
drawing by Charles Stroom of this Terton alto, the angle is measured as 73o, and the 
opening as 4.6 mm (which is the size of the drill that must be used when you are making a 
copy). In the following section (about internal measurements) I give more information 
about measuring tone holes. 

The most complicated woodwind instrument with regard to measuring angles of tone holes 
is the rackett. These holes must be drilled in precise angles: up and down (vertically), and 
sideways. 

Cross section of a baroque rackett, with all tone holes presented in the same plane (which 
they are not!). Drawing by Günther Dullat in ‘Holzblasinstrumentenbau’ Moeck Celle, 
1990. ‘Außenrohr - outer tube; AV (Achsversetzung = shift of the axis). Holes VII, VIII and 
XI have on this instrument protruding tubes. 

Not on this drawing: the vertical angle of the holes. 
Hole I: 120 up; hole II: 250 down; hole II: 19% down; 
hole IV: 20 up; hole V: 200 down; hole VI-1 and VI-2: 
150 down; hole VII: 10 up; hole VIII, IX and X: 10

down; hole XI and XII: 30 down. There is as far I can 
see no undercutting on these tone holes. For covering 
the holes you need all your ten fingers, plus some 
parts of your hands (photo right). 



Baroque rackett by Willem Wijne, Musikinstrumentenmuseum Berlin. Photo by the author. 
Visible are the right side (left for the player) holes I, II, III, IX (with tube); at the other side 
holes IV, V, VI, XII (with tube); at the top left hole XI (with tube). 
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